
Now it’s your turn! Complete the activity online or on paper. 

Your task is to carefully read the instructions for each set of 

questions then highlight or record your answer as required. 

 

• Read each sentence and highlight the word that is spelt incorrectly then 

write the correct spelling. 

A large part of Australia consists of desserts.  ____________________ 

Mum says I am much to energetick.    ____________________ 

Lizzy got it wrong because she lost her dictionary. ____________________ 

 

• Each word contains a prefix and suffix. Write the base word. 

unqualified ________________  unadmired  ________________ 

deactivated ________________  disapproval ________________ 

 

• Highlight the word that correctly describes the sentence. 

The new federal government is going to make many great reforms.  

fact   /   opinion 

The new federal government has introduced revised tax laws.   

fact   /   opinion  

  

• Each sentence is missing a word. Highlight the word that correctly completes 

the sentence. 

Ryan’s habit is that he _________ his nails.   

bitten  bit  bites 

She did not know the answer, so she did not ______.  

reply  replied  replying 

Paula ________ never been scuba diving before.   

has  have  hadn’t 

 

 



• Highlight the word that best describes the sentence. 

Sixteen was too old to throw a tantrum, but Gina threw a spectacular one, 

right in the middle of the park.       

  humorous  persuasive  builds empathy 

Gina felt the anger building inside her. She hated being treated that way and 

vowed it would never happen again. 

  humorous  persuasive  builds empathy 

  

• Add the given suffix. 

nerve + ous ________________  happy + ness  _____________ 

label + ed  ________________  use + able   _____________ 

model + ing ________________  opportunity + es _____________ 

 

• Highlight the word that has a similar meaning to the underlined 

colloquialism. 

The toller threw a wobbly in the supermarket.  

ball      stuffed toy     tantrum fell over 

Have you spent time in the outback?   

overseas     bushland        backyard islands 

   

• Add a prefix to each word to give it the opposite meaning. 

fit  ________________  lead  ________________ 

manage ________________  terranean ________________ 

 

 

 


